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Serene Living, NSW

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.
GCB Constructions were initially founded in 1981, in Lismore NSW. Today, we have developed
into one of the largest and most successful family operated businesses within NSW and QLD. Our
advancement and growth has been self-funded and strategically managed and supported by a
depth of experienced construction professionals.
HISTORY:
Over the years our business has grown from our founders
Greg and Jenny Clark to an organisation employing
over 150 people, with offices in the Gold Coast,
Brisbane and Lismore. Our mapped future growth will
soon see us opening additional offices to further expand
our geographical reach.
In the early days our workload consisted of a significant
volume of refurbishment projects, particularly with the
Retail environment. These projects gradually became
more challenging. As our approach repeatedly proved
successful, our portfolio grew.
Many of our earliest clients are still negotiating projects
with us today, including a number of aged care projects
and health facilities.
Our forty-year legacy is one of our proudest
achievements and is a true testament to our culture,
operational mantra, and adaptability. This is maintained
through our constant commitment and consistent
delivery that exceeds client expectations.

Over our forty years of constructing long lasting and
landmark projects, we have learnt, evolved, and led the
market with our collaborative, engaging, and nurturing
approach.
Our large portfolio of aged care projects, supported
by staff and the strategic recruitment of construction
professionals with significant experience enables us
to successfully deliver projects across multiple market
sectors

CULTURE:
We maintain a strong family culture in all our endeavors,
with the second generation of the Clark family now
leading the organisation. Our delivery teams have grown
to accommodate our expansion, supported by our
strategic recruitment.
As a family, we have witnessed the journey and growth of
our people. This includes staff joining us as apprentices
and developing personally and professionally, as they
move from trade roles through to management.

EXPERIENCE:
As our organisation has grown, we have strategically
recruited and supported our delivery teams with strong
and capable leaders.
These leaders have brought us to the attention of new
client bases and subsequently, new market sectors,
continually growing our portfolio of aged care projects
and expanding our relationships.
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Our recruitment ethos consists of a primary objective
ensuring a cultural fit. Personalities are viewed as being
just as critical as experience. We believe in the difference
between knowledge and wisdom and select our
personnel accordingly.
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BUSINESS UNIT
TEAM.

EXECUTIVE
TEAM.

MATHEW KEMP
PRE-CONTRACTS MANAGER

TRENT CLARK
MANAGING DIRECTOR

GREG CLARK
DIRECTOR

JENNY CLARK
CFO

MARIUS VAN GREUNING
COMMERCIAL MANAGER

Trent leads our Varsity Lakes
team and has, over the last
10 years, guided the Gold
Coast business from inception
to today’s substantial
organisation delivering
projects in excess of $100
million. Our organic and
sustained growth has allowed
us to consistently meet
our project challenges and
growing revenue targets.

Greg is widely acknowledged
as one of the regions Master
Builders. Having started the
business over 40 years ago,
there are few challenges the
industry can throw at Greg
that he cannot comfortably
lead our team through.

Jenny, as a founding member
of our organisation, is the
stalwart that maintains our
perspective and culture.

Marius has extensive
experience in a large
variety of projects, both
internationally and across
Australia, in his capacity as
Commercial Manager.

Trent commenced his
apprenticeship working
through his trade background
and onto Site and Project
Management before joining
the family business and
establishing the Gold Coast
office. His experiences and
development from trade
to Site/Project manager
and ultimately leading the
business as General Manager
shape our approach within the
industry.

Greg’s recognition as a
Master Builder is evidenced
in our business culture for
recognition of effort and
quality over financial gain.
This belief is bestowed
into our delivery teams and
ensures our continual focus
on construction quality.
This mantra has been a
key founding factor in our
reputation for quality.
Greg offers support and
leadership to our team,
imparting decades of best
practice knowledge.

Professionally, as a highly
experienced finance
manager, she has been
recognised by industry
affiliations such as Master
Builders, acknowledging
her contribution to the
construction industry and
empowerment for women in
construction.
Jenny has been instrumental
in the development and
management of our
organisations self-funded
expansion strategies.

He is responsible for effective
implementation of the
commercial framework and
processes, including leading
and managing a large team
who are responsible for
subcontract administration,
commercial risk analysis,
control and reporting so as to
ensure the project’s objectives
are achieved.
Marius’ responsibilities
include driving the
commercial success of the
organisation’s business,
bringing commercial insights
and structures as part of the
GCB team and managing
the financial elements of
operations through budget
tracking, guidance and
reporting.
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SCOTT BALDWIN
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER
Scott is a knowledgeable,
experienced and dynamic
Construction Manager. His
extensive knowledge of
high rise projects includes
coordination, logistics and
stakeholder management.
Scott brings strong and
respected leadership to
his projects, primarily due
to his previous successes
and high-quality portfolio
of complex and logistically
challenging projects that have
all been completed while
managing multiple teams and
stakeholders.
Scott’s vast and impeccable
experience spans across all
sectors including Government
and Education.

Mat is a seasoned and dynamic leader within
the GCB Constructions family, bringing a rich
history of executive management in construction
organisations. Mat has been instrumental in
the strategic growth of the company, utilising
his experiences developed over 30 years,
predominantly in construction leadership
positions.our continual focus on construction
quality. This mantra has been a key founding
factor in our reputation for quality.

LEE LAMBERT
BD & BID MANAGER
Lee brings 20 years of construction knowledge
and experience to our organisation. He has
developed a rich experience in contract
negotiations, methodologies and design
management along with a pragmatic and solution
orientated focus. Lee brings extensive experience
and knowledge across all market sectors, having
spent significant time working within Tier 1
construction organisations delivering some of
Australia’s most challenging projects.

HENNING COETZEE
ESTIMATING MANAGER
Henning is an experienced Estimating Manager,
highly skilled and competent at developing
effective cost benefit solutions.
He has spent many years investigating,
developing and testing robust and accurate
cost plans. He has extensive experience in
tendering, quantity surveying, construction cost
management, complex project feasibility analysis
and business development.
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GEOGRAPHY.
GCB Constructions are especially proud of
our strong foundations, lasting relationships,
and evidenced history of continually delivering
challenging projects within South East
Queensland and Northern New South Wales.
Recently, our client base has requested we travel further
afield to deliver their projects. This has organically grown
our reach along the east coast.
Our developed and tested strategy has always been
to expand our geographical reach, but the demand
has been accelerated from our valued clients. We
are currently accommodating their projects in these
expanded locations, however, to maintain this level of
work and growth we will require a permanent presence in
these new locations in the near future.
The benefit and risk mitigation with this considered
growth is our market knowledge in new locations. By not
rushing in, we have been able to establish a supply chain
and local knowledge.

Nerang River, QLD.
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Uniting Caroona Yamba, NSW

CAPABILITY &
EXPERTISE.
Construction experience comes in two main forms;
The historical experience of the business and the skilled experience of its staff. GCB Constructions
believe our success is built upon supporting the best people to achieve and advance their goals
GCB Constructions have been highly strategic in our
selection of people, ensuring that they bring value,
experience and are the right cultural fit in both our
current market sectors and targeted future sectors.
Historically, we have delivered projects across all forms of
procurement including Design and Construct, ECI, Turnkey and offering Project/Construction Management.
We are well versed in all forms of procurement including
our design management teams.
Our consistently successful years of operation has seen
us prosper in some of the most challenging environments
including significant staged refurbishments within
live hospital wards, to constructing some of the most
detailed and coordinated aged care projects on the Gold
Coast and beyond.
Our achievements in these endeavors is predicated
upon our experience, support, communication and
stakeholder engagement strategies. This allows us to
thrive where many have failed.
Our diligent planning and communication ensures all
stakeholders are active participants in the project’s
life cycle. This creates an emotional attachment for
all involved and a continual focus on best for project
outcomes.

Through our strategic growth, internal development, and
methodical recruitment, GCB Constructions are able
to offer our clients professional management services
throughout the project life cycle, as stand-alone services,
or as a full turnkey offering.
We work closely with our clients to determine the best
procurement method to suit their project objectives. We
actively encourage and support our early involvement in
projects, working extensively with our clients, assisting
with acquisition and feasibility, allowing the project to
proceed.
This model provides a better project solution as risk
management is challenged from the outset. Through
this process we are able to mitigate issues which could
potentially affect the viability of the project.
As a consequence of our growth and financial strength
we are now rated to deliver D+C projects to $32mill for
NSW Government.
Our delivery strength is supported by a depth of
resources to both deliver and support our teams in their
endeavors.
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Under Construction

Completed Project

Completed Project

Completed Project

Uniting Care Yamba.

Serene Retirement Village.

Uniting Caroona Yamba.

St. Josephs Aged Care.

Location: Yamba, NSW

Location: Tweed Heads, NSW

Location: Yamba, NSW

Location: Lismore, NSW

GCB Constructions first had the opportunity of
working with Uniting Care in the early 1990’s with the
construction of the very first stage of the Uniting Care
Yamba ‘Community’.

Serene Retirement Village is a recently developed multistorey retirement community. GCB Constructions were
engaged to construct stage two, the second tower.

Uniting Caroona Yamba is a warm and welcoming aged
care home in the beautiful beach side heart of the NSW
North Coast.

GCB Constructions were engaged by St. Joseph’s Aged
Care in Lismore, to construct an additional 20 living units
within their existing facility.

The initial stage of Uniting Care Yamba ‘Community’
consisted of a 42-bed low and high care nursing home.
In 2019, GCB were again provided with an opportunity
to work with Uniting Care with the construction of a 12
bed low care extension to the existing facility.
More recently, GCB Constructions were awarded
construction of the brand new retirement village which
integrates stylish villas and apartments as well as a
clubroom, library and outdoor gardens.
The project consists of two projects on the one site. The
first multi-level stage comprises of 50 retirement living
apartments. The second stage of the project consists of
the construction of 34 independent living villas including
a community building, civil and infrastructure works.
We are extremely proud of our long standing relationship
with the Uniting Care Yamba Community and feel
privileged to be given another opportunity to work
together and produce another fantastic project for our
client.

Stage two comprises of a seven-level tower arranged
over a basement car park and gym connected to the
existing basement.
Expanded community facilities to the ground floor have
been provided, along with a large community room that
if required, can be sub-divided into three smaller spaces.
Another exciting feature added into the second stage is
a new café and terrace overlooking a new hydrotherapy
pool.
The upper levels are arranged into two separate parts of
three levels each. The lower three levels accommodate
six, two bedroom apartments, with the remaining upper
levels containing landscaped terraces with three, three
bedroom apartments.
The client was pleased with the result of this project and
we look forward to collaborating with them again soon.

The facility provides residents with a range of different
specialist care options including residential aged care,
24/7 care, dementia care and respite care.
In November 2017, GCB Constructions were
engaged by our repeat client - Uniting, to build a 12
bed extension. This consisted of the addition of two
symmetrical wings to the existing low level aged care
facility. Working within a live, operational environment,
GCB Constructions successfully coordinated works and
logistics, preventing the residents from accessing the
site, whilst minimising our impact on the existing and
operational facilities.
GCB Constructions team developed a good working
relationship with Uniting Caroona Yamba’s staff and
stakeholders. Fundamentally, this came down to
consistent communication and engagement. Site
stakeholders were constantly aware of upcoming works,
changes to site layouts and operations. This ensured
there were no surprises and that disruptions were kept to
an absolute minimum.

St Joseph’s Aged Care facility was initially established
in 1936 and uniquely offers an on-site hospital, doctors,
radiology clinic and pharmacy. The new expansion was
part of a larger site-wide upgrade project including
enhancements to the dementia ward and low/high care.
The project also included new dining, lounge and
amenity areas along with extensive outdoor garden
areas. This project involved working within a live
operational nursing home environment, which produced
obvious safety and logistical challenges.
With our detailed coordination and stringent safety
regulations, we ensured staff and elderly were safe from
disruptive tasks, and there was minimal disruption to
their day to day activities. The project was successfully
completed on time and to budget.

Mark Moloney, GCB Constructions’ Site Manager.

QUALITY, ENVIRONMENTAL
& SAFETY SYSTEMS.
GCB Constructions maintain success through two fundamental functions; supporting our capable
people and robust and evolved processes and systems.

GCB Constructions utilise a number of market leading
tools to support our teams including our pragmatic
HSEQ Team. These tools include our internal IMS
(Information Management System) and the use of
Procore throughout our organisation.
Our organisation is fully accredited with third party
audited systems. This proves our commitment to health,
safety, quality and environmental performance across
the board. We regularly conduct both internal and
third-party audits on our projects and offices, ensuring
full compliance and understanding throughout our
organisation.
GCB Constructions commitment to outstanding health,
safety, environmental and quality performance
is recognised through third-party certification and
evidenced in our consistently improving scoring since the
inception of these systems within our organisation.
Our established policies and procedures reinforces our
diligent planning as part of our integrated management
system.
As a multi-generational family business, we care deeply
about our impacts on the environment and how our
actions have the potential to affect future generations.
Throughout our 40-year history GCB Constructions have
never received any environmental non-conformance or
prohibition notices.
Each of our project teams are tasked with ensuring
all opportunities for recycling, reuse of material and
improved waste management opportunities are
identified. This includes selecting contractors and waste
management suppliers who meet our high level of
environmental requirements.

Construction activities are frequently noted as a high
polluter, we mitigate this through our procurement
actions by ensuring packaging is used sparingly and
waste is segregated and recycled.
Every project is addressed specifically with its own
management plan to ensure all site-specific issues are
assessed correctly.
As an organisation built on a strong reputation for quality
we meticulously plan our works, inspections and hold
points.
Our systems and tools provide support and monitoring
across a wide range of disciplines and trades, delivering
a strong framework for quality assurance compliance
across our teams and projects, ensuring continual best
practice is achieved.
GCB Constructions firmly believe in the benefits of
setting measurable objectives and targets for our teams.
This ensures continuous improvement and strive for
construction excellence. We approach our projects with
a meticulously planned exit strategy that includes a zero
defects completion.
To facilitate this, we provide training for our staff to
improve their skills, knowledge, and awareness of quality
issues and practices. We encourage the identification,
investigation and reporting of any non-conformances,
taking pro-active action to prevent re-occurrence.
Our vision is to create a partnering contractor that allows
for growth, sustainability and innovation which will
ensure exceptional continued client relationships long
into the future.

Our primary target is to minimise waste to land-fill.
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OUR CLIENTS &
OUR SERVICES.

Habitat SOHO Living Stage 3

GCB Constructions are more than just a builder, we partner with our client and consultant teams
to make their projects a reality.
Through our experiences and wide-ranging knowledge,
we assist our clients with real value add including
assisting with design management and feasibilities.
Our experienced design management teams have also
assisted our clients in the selection of site purchases.
This detailed understanding of the entire project cycle
has allowed us to successfully deliver projects across all
forms of procurement.

PROJECT & CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT:
Utilising our third-party accredited Integrated
Management System (IMS), we bring experienced and
highly developed project management and reporting
systems to ensure projects are consistently delivered
within budget, and of the highest quality.
Our teams have proven track records of effectively
managing consultants and trade contractors ensuring
projects are directed and coordinated professionally.
This procurement and delivery model fits our partnering
approach. Our teams and projects flourish as a unified
team when set to this task.

Uniting Care Yamba

TURN-KEY DELIVERY:

EARLY CONTRACTOR INVOLVEMENT:

DESIGN & CONSTRUCT:

GCB Constructions bring extensive experience offering
turn-key construction solutions for our clients seeking a
complete delivery service. We regularly assist our clients
in developing scope for their projects, including staged
options to allow continued operations of their facilities.

The Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) delivery model
has repeatedly provided our clients the opportunity to
harness our relationship-based construction expertise in
the inception stages of a project.

One of the most common delivery methods within the
construction industry. The Design & Construct (D&C)
procurement model provides our customers with the
advantage of the extensive experience of the GCB
Constructions’ Design Management team, and the
project-specific design expertise of the leading industry
figures we engage as consultants.

This rationalised approach provides our clients
the opportunity to develop schemes with GCB
Constructions leading the process of design, costing
and ultimately construction. This process has been
utilised extensively with our hospitality clients.
On a number of occasions, we have developed project
scope, budgets, approvals and constructions whilst
actively engaging with the client and stakeholders teams
to manage the process, achieving time, cost and quality
requirements. This whole process is done transparently
and in open consultation with our clients at all stages.

This procurement process amalgamates GCB
Constructions design, cost planning, programming and
construction expertise to inform key design decisions
that influence the project outcome.
GCB Constructions ECI model mitigates challenges
caused to project delivery by the separation of the
design and construction. The entire team is formed and
works harmoniously from the early stages of the design
phase. This provides a greater certainty towards the
management and allocation of risk, whilst taking full
advantage of the creative input of the whole team.

Our clients prefer this value-added procurement route
as it commonly offers the best value, and guarantees
that crucial considerations of constructibility, efficiency,
logistics, time, cost and materials are factored in from the
design stage influencing the out-turn of the project.

CONSTRUCT ONLY:
Construct only procurement is highly successful and
commonly noted as the simplest procurement route
within the construction industry.
GCB Constructions have advanced this process to
provide additional value add services and provide expert
advice on constructibility along with cost and time saving
opportunities.
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GCB IN THE
COMMUNITY.
As a family business,
we understand we are stronger together.
We actively support our communities and staff. Our
organisation has been involved in several community
groups over the years, many of these clubs and
associations are personal passions of our staff and we are
proud to support them with their enthusiasm outside of
their professional activities.
We also support a significant number of charities within
the regions we work including;
»

Westpac Rescue Helicopter

»

Black Dog Institute

»

Relay for Life

»

Tallebudgera Surf Club

»

Ballina Bowls Club

»

Evans Head Rugby League Club

»

Lismore Rugby Union

»

Far North Coast Hockey

»

Lismore Lantern Parade &

»

Lismore Pigeon Racing Club

Our commitment to these groups includes both financial
support and also time commitments and the use of our
expertise to support them in their endeavors.

Tallebudgera Surf Life Saving Club, QLD
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GCB CONSTRUCTIONS
BY THE NUMBERS

41 YEARS
TRADING.
100+ EMPLOYEES

T H O U S A N D S

GCB
GROUP OF COMPANIES.

OF PROJECTS BUILT.

Over our years of experience, our business model has evolved to provide a more efficient offering.
This includes the introduction of additional business units that support our primary operations,
operating in specific markets with specialist knowhow and intelligence.
GREG CLARK BUILDING:

GCB CONSTRUCTIONS.

Where it all started in 1981. Greg Clark founding
principles were based on a Master Builder and have
now been operating in the far North Coast region for 40
years. In that time, Greg Clark Building has established
a reputation as a quality builder of commercial and
residential projects from $250K to over $30M.

Greg Clark Building, through growth, formed GCB
Constructions Pty Ltd in 2011. Based in Varsity Lakes,
Gold Coast, GCB Constructions covers South East
Queensland and Northern NSW with the capacity to
deliver projects up to $120M.

GCB PRESTIGE:
GCB HIRE:
Established in 2000, GCB Hire was created to address
a significant short-fall in the market with scaffolding and
access hire. The business brought construction processes
and safety initiatives to a market that was lacking.

260

COMBINED
YEARS OF
LEADERSHIP
EXPERIENCE.

Created in 2020, GCB Prestige is our new offering to
provide large scale construction management processes,
systems and surety to the exclusive homes market.
We are currently working with some of Australia’s most
influential architects to create an offering that caters for
the $10 million + executive homes.
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300 + KM
KM
RANGE
BETWEEN
COMPLETED
JOBS.

$700 MILLION
CONTRACTS
DELIVERED.
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WE LOOK FORWARD
TO WORKING WITH YOU.
GCB CONSTRUCTIONS
E: admin@gcbconstructions.com.au P: 07 5562 2049
NSW: 297297 QBCC: 1208941
GOLD COAST OFFICE:
Level 3/21 Lake Street, Varsity Lakes QLD 4227
PO BOX 93 Varsity Lakes QLD 4227
BRISBANE OFFICE:
14E/421 Brunswick Street, Fortitude Valley QLD 4006
PO BOX 93 Varsity Lakes QLD 4227
LISMORE OFFICE:
32 Barnes Avenue, Lismore, NSW 2480
PO BOX 5180, East Lismore NSW 2480

